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Jellyfish Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is a jellyfish?

A fish

A sea animal

A sea plant

2. What is the water percentage in the jellyfish organism?

10%

95%

55%
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3. What is the natural habitat of jellyfish?

Only in a sea water

Only in a fresh water

In a seawater and in a freshwater

4. How many bones do jellyfish have?

0

9

89

5. Does a jellyfish have a brain?

Yes

No

Only freshwater species have

6. What is the average lifespan of a jellyfish?

Mostly until 300 years

About 25 years

Mostly until 6 months

7. Which jellyfish are presented only in seawater?

Scyphozoans

Hydrozoans

Cubozoans

8. What is the main characteristic of a true jellyfish?

Long and poisonous oral arms

An umbrella-shaped bell

A greenish color

9. What is the feeding behavior of jellyfish?
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Carnivorous

Herbivore

Omnivore

10. What are jellyfishes mostly harvested for?

Poison

Oral arms

Collagen

11. How do jellyfish breathe?

Through the whole bogy

Through gills

Through special holes on its head
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Jellyfish Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is a jellyfish?
  A sea animal
  2. What is the water percentage in the jellyfish organism?
  95%
  3. What is the natural habitat of jellyfish?
  In a seawater and in a freshwater
  4. How many bones do jellyfish have?
  0
  5. Does a jellyfish have a brain?
  No
  6. What is the average lifespan of a jellyfish?
  Mostly until 6 months
  7. Which jellyfish are presented only in seawater?
  Scyphozoans
  8. What is the main characteristic of a true jellyfish?
  An umbrella-shaped bell
  9. What is the feeding behavior of jellyfish?
  Carnivorous
  10. What are jellyfishes mostly harvested for?
  Collagen
  11. How do jellyfish breathe?
  Through the whole bogy
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